The history of CANopen has not been written, yet. CANopen is still evolving. CAN in
Automation (CiA) and its members are always maintaining and enhancing the set of
CAN and CANopen specifications. Here’s an update and a look into the future.
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bout 25 years ago, CANopen had been developed
for embedded machine control in modular machines.
But CANopen is not limited to this application field. In the
meantime, CANopen has propagated to many applications
including medical devices, building automation, energy
management, construction machines and off-highway
vehicles as well as maritime electronics. CANopen is an
attractive candidate for open and embedded networks,
because it is scalable, flexible, robust, reliable, and available
from different sources. Additionally, there exists the CAN in
Automation independent users’ and manufacturers’ group,
which provides support and advice, in case of any CANbased challenges. To keep CANopen also in future an
attractive networking technology, CiA members are ongoing
to enhance CANopen, so that CANopen is able to meet the
requirements of embedded networking today and tomorrow.
CiA is maintaining and extending the series of CANopen
device and application profiles, to increase the plug-andplay capability of CANopen devices and to reduce the
effort of system designers. In times of climate change and
increasing costs for energy, applications are in the focus
of CiA specification activities that need to do some energy
management, in order to keep the energy consumption
low. Applications such as service robots, AGVs (automated
guided vehicles), and light electric vehicles buffer a limited
amount of energy in a battery. By means of a sophisticated
energy management, they attempt to provide the availability
of the system, for a maximum duration. CiA assists system
designers and maintainers of such applications by specifying
harmonized application data. For example, the CANopen
profiles for batteries and chargers (CiA 418 respectively
CiA 419) are currently under systematic review. In many of
the aforementioned applications, the end user respectively
owner of the system has to modify the application (just by
adding or changing some batteries, for example). But this
end user has typically no or only limited knowledge about
(CANopen) embedded networking.
Many tricky issues such as self-configuration, cybersecurity, reliability, or firmware updates have to be handled
dynamically, by the embedded control systems themselves.
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CiA assist also in this regard todays and tomorrows
CANopen users. Dynamically changing systems are rather
easy to handle, in case the network participants have the
ability to check, who is available in a given system configuration. The CANopen heartbeat services as well as complex SDO connectivity allow this already in classic CANopen.
A central host controller could monitor the system configuration, and could report on system changes, to all other
devices. The new CANopen FD provides enough bandwidth
as well as enhanced cross-communication capabilities, so
that all the devices in the network could analyze by themselves, whether there has been a new device added to the
system and whether they need to establish communication
coherences to this new device. As a consequence, the central host controller would be unburdened from such tasks. In
a dynamically modified system, the host controller would just
use the updated, CAN FD based LSS FD (specified in CiA
1305), to assign the CANopen (FD) node-ID (and CANopen
FD network-ID).
Recommendations and specifications on CANopen FD
and the improved way of CANopen network management
are discussed in the CiA interest group (IG) CANopen FD

Figure 2: In order to detect devices consuming
increasingly power over the time or under specific
environment conditions (high or low temperature), CiA has
standardized a CANopen profile for measuring the power
consumption (Source: Adobe Stock)
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CANopen today, tomorrow, and beyond

and all of its sub-groups. The new established TF generic
CAN bootloader develops a harmonized way of updating
the firmware of CANopen devices. This group discusses
lot of aspects of a firmware update via CAN, such as how a
CANopen device can recognize a valid and trustable firmware, in which device state is a firmware update allowed,
or has the current “user” even permission to initiate a firmware update, etc. Among others, these firmware updates are
needed in order to meet cybersecurity requirements. These
kinds of requirements are treated by the IG safety/security.
This group analyses on the one hand potential threats to
CAN-based systems. On the other hand, the group proposes
security controls as appropriate counter measures. Furthermore, the interest group introduces a CANopen (FD) cybersecurity layer that allows grouping of CANopen devices.
Devices belonging to the same group will support a harmonized procedure for communicating secrets and refreshing keys via CAN. To support CANopen users that operate
in mission-critical applications, CiA has started the IG high
availability. Derived from the well-proven approaches for
maritime applications (CiA 307), the working group develops
a generic approach, applicable in different application fields.
Various redundancy concepts (bus-line-, device-, function-,
or system-redundancy) are analyzed. A technical report
shall summarize, which redundancy concept is applicable, to
solve which availability issue in which kind of CANopen (FD)
application.
The history of CANopen has not been written, yet.
CANopen is going to be updated to make use of new

generations of the CAN lower layers (CAN FD and CAN XL).
Furthermore, CANopen is faced with additional challenges,
in new as well as well-known application fields. Predictive
maintenance, cybersecurity, high availability, energy saving, and energy management are just some of them. CiA
and its members are maintaining and enhancing the set of
CAN and CANopen specifications, to equip system designers and maintainers with all necessary CAN(open) “tools”, to
meet the requirements of embedded networking, today and
tomorrow. This includes a formalized improvement process:
All CiA documents are systematically reviewed, considering
received comments and new feature requests. Of course,
editorial improvements on understandability and terminology
are introduced, as well.
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Further readings
CiA profiles dealing with energy management (CiA 302-9, CiA
320, CiA 418/419, CiA 437, CiA 454, CiA 458)
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Small and rugged construction
CANopen bus protocol DS301/DS404
supports CAN 2.0A/B
LSS (DS 305 V2.0)
5-fold overpressure resistance
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FAULHABER Motion Control

NEU

Feel the Power
Die neuen Motion Controller der Serie MC 3001 B/P
sind extrem miniaturisiert und bieten dennoch die volle
Funktionalität der MC3 Controller-Familie.
Mehr unter: www.faulhaber.com/mc3-mini/de
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